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Wallpaper 
 

For this project you will be designing wallpaper for the chosen place.  

 

 First step would be choosing a place that you want to install your wallpaper, like 

hotel, living room, lobby, beauty salon, etc… 

 Second step is choosing one word which will be descriptive about the feeling 

and atmosphere of the space that you want to create. Like energetic space, 

calm, motion, freedom, suspension, concentrate, crazy, etc… 

 Third step would be choosing one music (Piece of music) which is descriptive 

about the space that you have in your mind and try to create and is matched 

with the chosen word. 

 Last step is designing the wallpaper. You need to develop one wallpaper. 

 

The inspiration for your wallpaper could come from the same forms, skins, geometries, 

features and systems in your tiles that you investigated in previous assignment or From 

nature, geologic formations, plants, flowers, plankton, coral, cellular structures, reptile 

skin, insects, etc… or from combination of different geometry, etc… 

 

1. Look for high resolution scans, microscopic imagery, exceptional close up 

photography, images that have detail, to get you started thinking about possible 

patterns, motifs and the aggregation of units. All images should be at least 150 

dpi at your desired size.  

 

2. Place your image in illustrator or Photoshop and experiment with various live 

trace options and half tone patterns in order to abstract and manipulate the 

imagery you find on the internet. Consider how your pattern repeats, you may 

need to operate on the edges in order to arrive at a module that repeats in a 

seamless manner.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

3. Additionally, consider color. Analyze the image you are using, consider not only 

the image itself but what other possible information might you take away from a 

greater understanding of your subject? For example, if you are using an image of 

soap bubbles, live tracing it in AI, then converting the lines to colors, how might 

you think about the use of color in this scenario? The soap bubbles have qualities 

such as reflectivity and iridescence and when they touch they create minimal 

surfaces. 

 

4. For this assignment go beyond simple abstraction and consider potential the 

effects your wallpaper might create.  

 

 

5. Save your image as an eps file and upload it to www.spoonflower.com. 

Experiment with scaling and different methods of repeating. Go to custom roll 

calculator and choose a width of 2 feet and a height of 3 feet. Purchase your 

“mini” rolls for presentation. 

 

 

 

Required reading: 

www.rollout.ca 

 

Deliverables: 

 
 2 x 3 ft section of wallpaper 

 Image of wallpaper from spoonflower showing scale 

 

Due: 

 
Tuesday, October 14, 2014 

 

 

http://www.rollout.ca/


 


